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This discussion note reviews responses of the linguistics profession to the grave issues of language endangerment identified a quarter of a century ago in the journal Language by Krauss, Hale, England, Craig, and others (Hale et al. 1992). Two and a half decades of worldwide research not only have given us a much more accurate picture of the number, phylogeny, and typological variety of the world’s languages, but they have also seen the development of a wide range of new approaches, conceptual and technological, to the problem of documenting them. We review these approaches and the manifold discoveries they have unearthed about the enormous variety of linguistic structures. The reach of our knowledge has increased by about 15% of the world’s languages, especially in terms of digitally archived material, with about 500 languages now reasonably documented thanks to such major programs as DoBeS, ELDP, and DEL. But linguists are still falling behind in the race to document the planet’s rapidly dwindling linguistic diversity, with around 35–42% of the world’s languages still substantially undocumented, and in certain countries (such as the US) the call by Krauss (1992) for a significant professional realignment toward language documentation has only been heeded in a few institutions. Apart from the need for an intensified documentarist push in the face of accelerating language loss, we argue that existing language documentation efforts need to do much more to focus on crosslinguistically comparable data sets, sociolinguistic context, semantics, and interpretation of text material, and on methods for bridging the ‘transcription bottleneck’, which is creating a huge gap between the amount we can record and the amount in our transcribed corpora.*
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1. LANGUAGE ENDANGERMENT AND THE DOCUMENTATION MOVEMENT. In 1992 Language published a multiauthored contribution on endangered languages (Hale et al. 1992), coordinated by Ken Hale, which is number one in the JSTOR download list for Language. It was not the first attempt to call attention to language loss—Robins and Uhlenbeck (1991) had published a collection Endangered languages the year before, Nancy Dorian and Joshua Fishman had drawn attention to the processes of language obsolescence (Dorian 1989, Fishman 1991), and the International Journal of the Sociology of Language and the Bulletin of the International Committee on Urgent Anthropological Ethnological Research had repeatedly investigated the issue (e.g. Capell 1962, Stone 1962, Dressler & Wodak-Leodolter 1977, Dow 1987, 1988). But the 1992 publication was a wake-up call to linguists, with powerful essays by especially Ken
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Hale and Michael Krauss, the first eloquently addressing the human value lost, the second surveying the rates of loss around the world. Krauss called for a serious upgrading of the field’s commitment to work on the world’s languages, pointing out that ‘[u]niversities and professional societies have crucial influence in determining research and educational priorities’, and asking ‘[a]re graduate students encouraged to document moribund or endangered languages for their dissertations?’ and ‘[h]ow much encouragement is there to compile a dictionary of one?’. He rounds off his essay by stating: ‘Obviously we must do some serious rethinking of our priorities, lest linguistics go down in history as the only science that presided obliviously over the disappearance of 90% of the very field to which it is dedicated’ (Krauss 1992:9–10). Twenty-five years after that landmark publication, it is appropriate to ask where we now are, and how effectively and seriously our field has rethought its priorities.

To estimate the current dangers of language loss, we unified data from the three major sources on language endangerment (ElCat, UNESCO, and *Ethnologue*). The result is that around 3,660—that is, more than half of now living languages—are currently threatened, endangered, moribund, or nearly extinct (for details, see Table 1 below). This is consistent with the LSA’s guess that a 50% loss by 2100 is guaranteed (Anderson 2010). However, the loss of diversity is much greater in some parts of the world: Simons and Lewis (2013), using the EGIDS scale as a measure, find radical differences in rate of loss between settler countries (USA, Canada, Australia), with loss rates of 75% from 1950 to now, and nonsettler regions such as sub-Saharan Africa, where the loss rate is less than 10% (for converging results see Harmon & Loh 2010; see Mufwene 2002 on settlement vs. exploitation colonization). Overall, Krauss’s (1992) guestimate that 90% of all languages would be lost or moribund by 2100 seems not unreasonable for many parts of the world, if on the pessimistic side for others.

The last twenty-five years have seen big shifts in the awareness of the general public, major funding agencies, and the linguistics community. Krauss’s parallel between endangered biological species and endangered languages has often been invoked since (e.g. Nettle 1999, Nettle & Romaine 2000, Sutherland 2003, Harrison 2007), although speakers of endangered languages often find the comparison with biological species insulting. But language loss is in fact more acute, with recent figures for threatened biological species indicating 22–36% of mammal, 13–14% of bird, and 32–55% of amphibian species, and 30% of plant species (for transdisciplinary research on ‘biocultural

---

1 Endangerment status categorizations from the *Catalogue of endangered languages* (ElCat; http://www.endangeredlanguages.com, accessed December 1, 2016), UNESCO’s *Atlas of the world’s languages in danger* (UNESCO 2010), and SIL’s *Ethnologue* (Lewis et al. 2016) were unified as follows: (i) threatened (used by most adults and some children, negative trend) includes ElCat’s and UNESCO’s vulnerable and SIL’s threatened languages; (ii) shifting (used by many adults but not transmitted to children) includes ElCat’s threatened and endangered, UNESCO’s definitely endangered, and SIL’s shifting languages; (iii) moribund (active use only by grandparent generation) includes ElCat’s and UNESCO’s severely endangered and SIL’s moribund languages; (iv) nearly extinct (hardly used, even by grandparent generation) includes ElCat’s and UNESCO’s critically endangered and SIL’s nearly extinct languages. In case of conflict between sources, we prefer sourced data over nonsourced data, preferring thus ElCat over UNESCO over *Ethnologue* (Hammarström et al. 2018). For problems of ‘reducing complex social situations to a number’ see Grenoble 2016, and see Dobrin et al. 2007:41 on the danger of a ‘commodification’ effect when languages are ‘prioritised by the weakness of their speaker base and their “degree of endangerment” ’. But note that most categorizations reported here are supported by careful scrutinization of a wealth of sources (published and personal communications by experts), in particular in the case of ElCat.

2 EGIDS (the Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale) is an *Ethnologue* measure of endangered status (Lewis & Simons 2010).
diversity’ see Loh & Harmon 2005, Maffi 2005). National Geographic and many press outlets took up the story, and a number of foundations continue to press the parallel between loss of biological and cultural diversity (e.g. Terralingua, Living Tongues Institute). Up to 2006, there were some 114 television and feature films on the subject. Hale’s (1992:36) lament over the ‘irretrievable loss of diverse and interesting intellectual wealth, the priceless products of human mental industry’ also caught the public interest, a position elaborated in Evans’s (2010) book Dying words: Endangered languages and what they have to tell us and Harrison’s (2007) When languages die: The extinction of the world’s languages and the erosion of human knowledge. And the notion of ‘diversity’ has also been invoked to dramatize what language endangerment threatens to destroy by the title of Brenzinger’s (2007) continent-by-continent survey, Language diversity endangered.

The professional linguistic response to the 1992 issue was not instantaneous. As mentioned, scholars had already been pressing the case before this publication, and a number of national linguistics traditions—notably in Australia and France—had long taken language description for granted as a central part of academic linguistics. But the German Society for Endangered Languages (Deutsche Gesellschaft für bedrohte Sprachen), founded in 1997, pressed the Volkswagen Foundation for funding, and by 2000 an ambitious, international, multimillion-euro documentation program, DoBeS, was launched with then state-of-the-art digital infrastructure at MPI Nijmegen. This was rapidly followed by the establishment of a parallel enterprise ELDP by the Arcadia Fund, based at SOAS in London in 2002. These projects offered multiyear documentation grants, allowing the training of Ph.D. students in the new objectives, methods, and digital techniques. DEL (Documentation of Endangered Languages), a joint funding initiative by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), began in 2005. DoBeS has funded work on about 130 languages, ELDP on over 300, and DEL on over 100. A number of smaller funds also now exist, including national initiatives in Brazil (PRODOCLIN) and India. By virtue of the documentation movement perhaps 500 additional languages now have archived primary records with annotations.

Significant new prizes recognizing major achievements in grammar writing and corpus building have also been introduced. Since 2007 the Association for Linguistic Typology has awarded two prizes for descriptive grammars of little-studied languages: one for doctoral dissertations, one for published monographs. Another recent innovation (2016) is the DELAMAN Franz Boas Award for the best-curated multimedia text collection of an underdocumented language. These give additional recognition to achievements in grammar writing and corpus building, on top of longer-established traditions such as LSA’s Bloomfield Award, which occasionally includes publications of this type in their purview.

At the time of the Hale et al. publication, the term ‘documentation’ was used in a way somewhat different from the more specialized meaning it has acquired since. Krauss

---

3 Numbers are from the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species™ (http://www.iucnredlist.org/, accessed April 1, 2018); see also Pimm et al. 2014.


5 http://www.olestig.dk/endangered-languages/films.html, accessed June 20, 2018

6 DoBeS: Dokumentation bedrohter Sprachen (Documentation of endangered languages)

7 ELDP: Endangered Language Documentation Program

8 http://prodoclin.museuindoio.gov.br/, accessed June 20, 2018

9 http://www.delaman.org/delaman-franz-boas-award/, accessed June 20, 2018
(1992:9) states: ‘by documentation I mean grammar, lexicon, and corpus of texts’, consistent with England (1992). In modern terminology (e.g. Himmelmann 1998), approaches that carry out grammatical and lexicographical analyses of a range of languages using a relatively theoretically neutral descriptive apparatus fall under ‘descriptive linguistics’, while ‘language documentation’ has since taken on a more specialized meaning (see below), with a focus on how best to produce an optimal and maximally representative corpus of material on an underinvestigated language, sometimes with an explicit rejection of the desirability of devoting time and energy to language description. The coexistence of these broad and narrow senses is probably inevitable now, and our title intends ‘language documentation’ in its broadest sense. However, failure to distinguish ‘language documentation’ and ‘language description’ may have a number of unfortunate effects, including ambiguities about how far grammatical description is expected to flow from a large language documentation project, how sharply the formulation of theoretically interesting questions should be built into documentary research projects, and—in the other direction—how far the real technical advances and increased commitment to data integrity that documentarists have pioneered should be adopted by the entire field of linguistics if it is to recast itself as a discipline with full empirical accountability.

In fact, the past quarter century has seen the effective establishment and partial institutionalization of a new branch of linguistics dedicated to language documentation, with its own textbooks, journals, educational curricula, and teaching personnel. The new subdiscipline has a number of defining characteristics (Himmelmann 1998)—a focus on primary multimedia data and its archiving, the use of time-aligned digital annotation of recordings, the availability of data in major archives to other scholars for reanalysis, sourcing of all cited language material to searchable and natural primary data, and a preference for interdisciplinary work (Thieberger 2012) with primarily anthropologists, biologists, and ethnomusicologists.


Increasingly, documentary practice requires all example sentences to be sourced, ideally to a naturally occurring text but failing that at least to a point in a numbered field notebook; see Heath 1984 for an early grammar written on these principles, Thieberger 2006 for a hypertext-implemented grammar with links to sound files, and the Austin Principles of Data Citation in Linguistics (Berez-Kroeker et al. 2018). This stands in contrast with the use of unsourced intuited sentences in the generative tradition, whose reliability was subject to critical discussions from early on (e.g. Labov 1975, Dąbrowska 2010, Gibson & Fedorenko 2013).

Handbooks include Gippert et al. 2006 and Filipović & Pütz 2016. Journals include Language Documentation and Description, Language Documentation & Conservation; conferences include the International Conference on Language Documentation and Conservation and Language Documentation and Linguistic Theory.
decolonizing methodologies (Smith 2012, Leonard 2017, among others), and indigenous research methodologies (Wilson 2008, Kovach 2010) further specifies the complex sociopolitical issues of research with communities speaking endangered languages (for alternative conceptions and critique, see Dobrin 2008, Crippen & Robinson 2013). As concrete examples, we note here methods such as cross-mediated elicitations developed to let teachers benefit as much from the research as the linguist (Léonard & Avilés Gómez 2015) and a recent Ph.D. thesis written in two versions: Portuguese and the object language Kaxinawa (Kaxinawá 2014).

An important aspect of community-based language documentation is training in documentation methods (Jukes 2011), such as the biennial Institute on Collaborative Language Research (CoLang, formerly InField) (Genetti & Siemens 2013) targeting US graduate students, workshops held by SOAS’s Endangered Languages Documentation Programme targeting local scholars and documenters, and community-based capacity building (Fitzgerald 2018). In this context, the conceptions of the role of archives and their relationship with language communities are also changing rapidly in important ways (Kung & Sherzer 2013, Linn 2014), and this has been implemented, for instance, in the series of ‘Breath of Life/Silent No More’ Native California Language Restoration Workshops, in which language archive materials are used to assist the revitalization of moribund or extinct languages (Hinton 2001, Fitzgerald & Linn 2013, Sammons & Leonard 2015).

Regarding the issue of language endangerment itself, Mufwene (2017) claims that linguistics still lacks adequate theorizing of language vitality, although others have pointed out advances in this respect, particularly from research on multilingualism (Bowern 2017, Di Carlo & Good 2017, Lüpke 2017) and revitalization (Fitzgerald 2017). Recent language revitalization efforts clearly show that these succeed best when language also serves other community needs (Henderson et al. 2014, Fitzgerald 2017), and when the original documentation takes care to record conversation and speech formulas (Amery 2009). These developments support holistic and inclusive notions of language vitality, placing language documentation in the context of educational and economic processes and well-being (for potential moral incoherence in a preservationist stance, see Mufwene 2002 and Fast 2007).

In summary, the past twenty-five years have seen theoretical advances and lively debates of various facets of language endangerment, the loss of linguistic diversity, and multiple responses. They evidence the recognition of the value of linguistic diversity for ‘human intellectual life—not only in the context of scientific linguistic inquiry, but also in relation to … arts and culture’ (Hale 1992:35). In the following sections, we focus on various aspects of the scientific linguistic inquiry of the intellectual wealth embodied in linguistic diversity.

2. How documentation efforts have expanded our view of the possibility space for languages. It might be thought that, after at least half a millennium of linguistic endeavors, we would be approaching the point of diminishing returns, with new languages only rarely offering surprises. But there are few signs of our discoveries flattening:¹³ the documentation of linguistic diversity keeps turning up new phenomena

¹³ Before proceeding, an important caveat is in order, in the light of moves to decolonize research methods and terminology as they are applied to the study of indigenous cultures. The term ‘discovery’ is fraught in the sense of implying that the categories or phenomena were not previously known even to speakers of the relevant languages, implicitly or explicitly. Finding a less loaded terminology is a task for the field, part of Fishman’s (1982:7) vision under which ‘each collectivity contributes its own thread to the tapestry of world
that had either been considered impossible or simply had not been contemplated as linguistic categories. Some of these directly rely on ‘documentarist’ approaches, such as new methods of corpus-based work, a new concern with coverage of different speech genres, the availability of field stimuli for structured elicitation, interdisciplinary teamwork, and new technologies of digital video, which make it possible to document language in its local ecology, domestic or ritual, and fully embedded in the context of visual modalities (see e.g. Green 2014). Thus the new knowledge has a depth and richness not captured in the older pencil-and-paper style of fieldwork—although traditional elicitation work remains part of the discipline.

Here is a quick overview of some of the new regions of the design space of human language that the field has discovered since the Hale et al. alert, which remind us that ‘there is nothing to beat actuality, present or past, for clinching possibility’ (Dennett 1995:105). In the realm of linguistic structure, every part of the language system, from phonetics through phonology, morphology, and syntax to semantics, has seen our view of what languages can do greatly expanded. So of necessity the list below is incomplete, selective, and for each phenomenon we can only touch on it superficially (for a more comprehensive treatment see Evans & Levinson 2009).

Beginning with phonetics, the perimeter of tonal contrasts continues to expand. Cruz and Woodbury (2014), for example, recently demonstrated the existence of a fourteen-valued tonal contrast in Chatino. Illustrating the dynamic between documentarist practice and theoretical enquiry, their work teamed up a senior linguist (Woodbury), a native speaker who had recently obtained doctoral training (Cruz), and the added involvement of many native speakers across several varieties:

We also emphasize the continued role [in working out the tone system] of teaching and speaker-training in local contexts. This has been possible … because of the high levels of interest and appreciation of Chatino in Chatino communities, and the view that writing is a way for the language to receive respect.

… [R]esearch can be more exact when speakers, through linguistic study and through learning to write, become critically aware of the tonological systems of their languages. (Cruz & Woodbury 2014:521)

Next, consider the question of locality (or lack thereof) as it impacts rules for tone assignment and interaction. Work on Giryama has shown that a prefix on the verb can assign a high tone to the penultimate mora of the last word of its phonological phrase, perhaps two words to the right (Volk 2011, Hyman 2016)—a phenomenon that is problematic for autosegmental accounts of spreading which try to find a representation that does not just work descriptively, but also accounts for the phenomenon in a principled way.

As a final phonological example, consider the case of vocal register. Most well-known languages have just one register (phonation type), some (like Middle Khmer) have two, a few have three (e.g. Bai; Edmondson & Esling 2006), and just a tiny number have five (e.g. West !Xóõ; Naumann 2016). The small number of languages with complex register systems means that, in turn, the sub-design space of how register works has been largely ignored, so that register has not been seen as a phonetic dimension in which the temporal dynamics of the production is important, in contrast to tone where phoneticians have long been aware of the importance of pitch contours. Work on the Mon-Khmer language Chong by DiCanio (2009), which distinguishes four regis-
ters, clearly demonstrates that time-course through a syllable is an essential differentiator between register types (see also Thongkum 1988, Esposito 2004). This is not simply an expansion of our taxonomy of register types, since it entails that multiple laryngeal representations may be present on a single prosodic unit (breathy changing to tense, within a single syllable, for the fourth register type).

In the realm of inflection, there has been a steady expansion in our stock of core semantic categories. This has been particularly evident at the meeting point of social cognition and grammar, thanks to the exploration of languages where much of the intersubjective coordination, through the negotiation and adjustment of mutual knowledge, is accomplished by core grammatical categories. These include an elaborated conception of how evidential systems work, such as the discovery that ‘evidence events’ in languages such as Matses (Fleck 2003, 2007) can be specified for tense independently of the tense of the reported event, bringing in the need for a ‘perception event’ to mediate between the reported event and the speech event. And evidential systems in some languages include values for (presumed or questioned) addressee perceptions, such as Duna ‘adresssee potential evidentials’ (San Roque 2015) with meanings like ‘as you should be/should have been able to see’. We have likewise vastly expanded our understanding of ‘egophoricity’, that is, grammatical systems for flagging the privileged access (Hargreaves 2005) of a particular speech-act participant to personal knowledge, experience, or a conscious self (Floyd et al. 2018). And languages have been described in which core grammatical systems, such as verb inflections in Kogi (Bergqvist 2016) or auxiliary bases in Andoke (Landaburu 2007), encode different values of ‘multiple perspectives’ (Evans 2006)—that is, multivalued paradigms partitioning the degrees to which a state of affairs is presumed to be accessible to speaker and/or hearer (Evans et al. 2018a,b). All of these developments indicate that the modeling of mutual awareness and accessibility between speaker and addressee needs to be assigned a much more central position than it has been in morphosyntax and semantics, at least for some languages, and cannot simply be relegated to the study of discourse.

The many new morphosyntactic phenomena uncovered by recent fieldwork include the Papuan language Walman’s achieving coordination by transitive verbs (Brown & Dryer 2008) (so roughly Moru she-adds-him Kilip they-read-it for ‘Moru and Klu read it’) and the existence of long-distance agreement of verbs in the Daghstani language Tsez with topic constituents (Polinsky & Potsdam 2001).

At the morphosyntax-discourse interface, recent work by Haig and Schnell (2016) and Brickell and Schnell (2017) have refuted the long-standing ‘preferred argument structure’ explanation (Du Bois 1987) that attributes ergative alignment to the favoring of intransitive subjects and objects for introducing new referents. This new work extends the language sample by adding the Austronesian languages Teop and Vera’a as well as Northern Kurdish, stemming directly from language documentation projects, to previously reported corpora, and it employs larger corpora that can test new questions (e.g. determining the proportion of ±human among the overall rare lexical A arguments). This work raises standards of replicability and falsification by making all texts available with sound files, translations, and crosslinguistically comparable syntactic annotation to facilitate meaningful comparison—a salutary example of how a combination of broader crosslinguistic sampling and more accountable corpora can lead to revisions of received wisdom in the field.

Within the field of semantics, numerous examples can likewise be found of how beliefs about language articulated before 1992 have proved too narrow. Our knowledge of the semantics of space has exploded, replacing the view that humans are egocentric by
nature in their spatial reckoning with a more underdetermined ontogeny that allows for a range of conceptual systems, from egocentric ‘left-right’ reckoning to the use of compass coordinates, according to the language learned (e.g. Levinson 2003, Levinson & Wilkins 2006, Levinson et al. 2018). Likewise, we now know vastly more about the semantics of quantification (e.g. Matthewson 2008, Paperno & Keenan 2017), leading to interesting revisions to our view of how quantification should best be represented: Matthewson (2001) argues that determiner quantifiers like every are not formed directly through combination of a quantifier with an NP predicate, but involve a two-step process where the NP predicate is first combined with a determiner-like element. The broader interest of work like this is that structures from a seemingly exotic language, St’át’imcets (Lillooet Salish), are used to reveal purportedly universal structures more directly than can be seen in English.

Whole semantic domains have long been thought to be ‘ineffable’, beyond the reach of language, for example the odor domain (Levinson & Majid 2014). Regarded since Kant (2006 [1798]:50) as ‘the most dispensable’ of the senses, as ‘of extremely slight service’ to humans by Darwin (1874:17), and ‘vestigial’ by Pinker (1997), the consequence was the prediction that ‘there is no semantic field of smells’ (Sperber 1974:115–16). Yet we now know that some languages have elaborate abstract odor lexica (e.g. Asian languages of Southeast Asia), which have been investigated using new methods that combine olfactory stimuli and psychological methods for studying categorization and recall. Thus languages like Jahai and Maniq have vocabularies of fifteen to twenty abstract smell terms, embedded in cultures that place great emphasis on smell (Majid & Burenhult 2014, Wnuk & Majid 2014, O’Meara & Majid 2016).

Or take reciprocals, focusing here particularly on the two cases of a ‘strong reciprocal’ like ‘everyone in this room knows each other’ and a ‘chained reciprocal’ like ‘the graduating students followed each other onto the stage’, in which the leading student follows no one and the last student is followed by no one. Twenty years ago it was believed (Dalrymple et al. 1998) that crosslinguistically these meanings would always be conflated, under a single polyadic quantifier that applies over a range of specific cases including both of these and some others. Yet we now know this claim to be false: Indo-Pakistani Sign Language has a specific construction for the latter ‘chaining’ type, exploiting the four-dimensional modality afforded by sign language to make semantic distinctions not commonly made in spoken languages (Evans et al. 2011, Zeshan & Panda 2011). Here, then, it was not until the triple conjunction of a wider sample, the inclusion of a sign language, and the targeted use of stimuli permuting a range of situation types that we could discover this new type of semantic distinction.

Moving beyond core structural concerns, work with little-studied languages is pushing our knowledge of how language is learned, processed, socially organized, aesthetically extended, and how it evolves (e.g. mixed languages, emergent sign languages). Among recent studies in this vein we mention:

- Studies of how ergativity is learned across a wide range of languages (Bavin & Stoll 2013), how children grapple with the challenge of learning polysynthetic morphology in Inuit (Allen 2017), Mayan languages (Mateo Pedro 2015, Pye 2017), Murrinhpatha (Forshaw et al. 2017), and Chintang (Stoll et al. 2017), and how complex morphosyntax is acquired by adults in language revitalization (Morgan 2017);
- Processing studies of languages with unusual typological features (Norcliffe et al. 2015, Sauppe 2017), which demonstrate that basic word-order differences, or different voice systems, entail substantially different processing routines;
• Crosslinguistic patterns in local speech-rate variation, as measured in language documentation corpora (Seifart, Strunk, et al. 2018);
• Studies of previously unappreciated ways in which sociolinguistic variation can be organized for social signaling, such as patrilects in Sui (Stanford 2009);
• Investigations of special forms of signaling that are interdependent with structural properties of speech, such as drum signaling in the Northwestern Amazon that adopts rhythmic patterns from speech (Seifart, Meyer, et al. 2018), the ‘talking xylophone’ of the Sambla in Burkina Faso and its relation to Seenuk phonology (McPherson 2016), and repair organization in Chinantec whistled speech (Sicoli 2016);
• Studies that identify key moments in the emergence of structure in evolving languages, such as the sign language phonology with only emerging double-articulation in Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (Sandler et al. 2011) or the merging of Kriol and Warlpiri elements to form new auxiliary structures in Light Warlpiri (O’Shanessy 2013).

3. How much has been achieved? Probably the single biggest technical revolution in the language sciences since 1992 has been the growth of digital technology for the recording, storage, and handling of multimedia records. This has made possible the building of large-scale digital archives and, more important, the means of storing and analyzing time-aligned transcription and annotation. Especially the ELAN software and interoperable corpus tools such as Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2018) and Toolbox could then be integrated, making it possible to produce highly annotated text for further analysis and enrichment. Older archives that held media material on diverse languages could then be transformed into digital archives with potential worldwide online availability, including access to the donor communities themselves. TLA (The Language Archive based at the MPI for Psycholinguistics, which includes the DoBeS archive) now holds about 80 terabytes of well-described resources, amounting to c. 20,000 hours of digitized audio/video recordings with 5 million annotations in over 200 languages; similar amounts of resources are held at the ELDP’s ELAR archive, as well as PARADISEC and AILLA, with foci on the Pacific and the Latin America, respectively. These archives face a problem of constant maintenance, since the underlying technology is constantly changing, while funding bodies have little interest in contributing to the maintenance costs, and neither academic institutions nor the professional associations take long-term responsibility for them. This makes the archives themselves potentially endangered.

Traditional description in the sense of grammars and dictionaries has gathered pace in parallel with documentation. We estimate, based on Glottolog entries (Hammarström et al. 2017), that we can now find basic (Swadesh-type) word lists for 89% of languages, and description of substantial elements of the grammar for around 60% of all living languages. Table 1 shows how descriptive efforts in the past twenty-five years

14 https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/
15 https://software.sil.org/toolbox
16 These developments were overseen by a few individuals who have indirectly had a substantial impact on the field. A nonexhaustive list would include Peter Wittenburg, Nick Thieberger, and Brian McWhinney.
17 PARADISEC holds 5,900 hours of archived audio materials representing more than 1,060 languages from around sixty-seven countries in some 13.5 terabytes. AILLA holds 7,500 hours of archived audio materials, representing more than 300 languages from at least twenty-eight countries. ELAR holds 12,240 hours of audio and 4,161 hours of video representing more than 580 languages (with more substantial data on about 300) from at least ninety-one countries, comprising over 21 terabytes.
contributed to this, in particular regarding endangered languages, on which 574 first-time descriptions have been produced since 1992.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATUS NOW</th>
<th>DESCRIBED up to 1992</th>
<th>DESCRIBED 1992-2016</th>
<th>IN 2016 STILL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not endangered (3,179 languages)</td>
<td>1,459 (45.9%)</td>
<td>385 (12.1%)</td>
<td>1,335 (42.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threatened (953 languages)</td>
<td>469 (49.2%)</td>
<td>142 (14.9%)</td>
<td>342 (35.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifting (1,544 languages)</td>
<td>678 (43.9%)</td>
<td>235 (15.2%)</td>
<td>631 (40.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moribund (364 languages)</td>
<td>261 (46.3%)</td>
<td>91 (16.1%)</td>
<td>212 (37.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearly extinct (600 languages)</td>
<td>262 (43.7%)</td>
<td>106 (17.7%)</td>
<td>232 (38.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total endangered (3,661 languages)</td>
<td>1,670 (45.6%)</td>
<td>574 (15.7%)</td>
<td>1,417 (38.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Description (in form of at least a grammar sketch, in either published form or unpublished but accessible M.A. and Ph.D. theses) and current endangerment status of the world’s 6,840 living L1 languages from the language inventory of Hammarström et al. 2017. Endangerment status categorization is explained in n. 1. Languages categorized here as not endangered include 155 languages on which no endangerment information is available.

While these figures are impressive, the accumulation of grammatical descriptions has not shown the kind of rapid transformation that might have been hoped for. On the one hand, the proportion of descriptive efforts devoted to endangered languages since 1992 has only slightly increased, from 58% of all descriptions prior to 1992 being on languages that are endangered or now extinct to 63% since 1992. On the other hand, the situation since 1992 has not improved substantially in terms of the commitment by leading universities to grammar writing as a central activity in the language sciences, and just a few centers have been the major academic producers. Many renowned linguistics programs (e.g. Stanford, MIT) do not accept descriptive grammars of underdocumented languages as a doctoral topic (although MIT, for instance, does offer a master’s program in Indigenous Languages, with Jessie Little Doe Baird notable as one of the graduates), and the most prolific producers of grammatical descriptions barely appear in the top league of world rankings. If we track the top dozen linguistics programs as ranked by the QS rankings since 2013, only two of the grammar-writing powerhouses make the cut: UC Berkeley in four years out of five (#10 in 2014, #11 in 2015, #9 in 2016, and #9 in 2017) and the Australian National University in two years out of five (#9 in 2013 and #11 in 2014). Without more professional recognition of the scientific value of grammar writing, as already urged by Krauss in 1992, the field will find it difficult to confront the huge challenge of obtaining good grammatical coverage of the about 2,750 of the world’s languages that are still undescribed, among which more than 1,400 are endangered (Table 1).

However, there have been major developments in terms of online language catalogues and typological surveys. SIL has produced *Ethnologue*, a substantial catalogue of languages, since 1958, online since 2005 (Simons & Fennig 2017), with demographic, bibliographic, and phylogenetic information, and ISO 639-3 three-letter codes for now about 7,500 languages (some extinct). Unfortunately, SIL has now put this valuable resource behind a paywall, but meanwhile Glottolog makes available online

---

18 Taking the total number of Ph.D. grammars between 1954 and 2016 as a measure, the ranking is: #1 U. Leiden (75), #2 UC Berkeley (74), #3 Deccan College India (74), #4 Australian National U. (71), #5 Sorbonne Nouvelle (Paris 3) (65), #6 UCLA (49), #7 Indiana U. (47), #8 UT Austin (45), #9 University of London (41), #10 U. Hawai‘i (39). Taking a more recent measure, the number of grammars between 2000 and 2016, the ranking is: #1 U. Leiden (49), #2 UT Austin (28), #3 U. E. Campinas (21), #4 LaTrobe (31), #5 U. Oregon (20), #6 U. Lumière Lyon (20), #7 Australian National U. (19), SUNY Buffalo (19), Radboud U. Nijmegen (19), #10 U. Hawai‘i (17).
constantly updated, full bibliographic information with much more conservative, academically accepted, phylogenies (Hammarström et al. 2017). These catalogues allow for the first time in history a systematic overview of the languages of the world. They make clear the enormity of the descriptive problem in at least two respects. First, we can now safely estimate the number of living languages at around 7,000. Curiously, this number has actually gone up, as some languages were prematurely assumed defunct, and others were added that had previously passed under the radar, including Cuba (McGill & Blench 2012), Baazam (Lovegren 2012), Ulterior Mixe (Wichmann 2008), and Yilan Creole Japanese (Yuehchen & Shinji 2010), plus many village-level sign languages, such as Kata Kolok (Marsaja 2008), Adamorobe (Nyst 2007), and San Juan Quiiahije Chatino (Hou 2016). Second, among 428 Glottolog-recognized language families, close to half (188) are isolates, which have special importance as the last survivors of presumed whole lineages. Taken together, these isolates represent more than 40% of the 430-odd identifiable independent trajectories in language evolution that linguists can use, for example, to test models of how language structures arise.

We also have some kind of overview of the range of language diversity thanks to other more recent developments, the growth of lexical databases (ASJP with basic lexicon on over 5,000 languages; see Wichmann et al. 2018), and typological surveys or language databases with systematic feature inventories. The first, the World atlas of language structures (WALS), released 2005 as an atlas, since 2008 online (Dryer & Haspelmath 2013), has had substantial impact, with many papers based on its data in interdisciplinary journals like Science and PNAS; another is AUTOTYP (Bickel et al. 2017). Yet other databases have aimed at more systematic coverage of features per language, affording uses such as structural phylogenetics for historical purposes (Dunn et al. 2005) or to show the causal linkage across features (Dunn et al. 2011). Under construction now is a family of improved databases (Glottobank; see http://glottobank.org/) for morphosyntax (Grambank), basic vocabulary (Lexibank), cardinal numbers (Numeralbank), and paradigm structure (Parabank). PHOIBLE collects phoneme inventories, now including 1,700 languages (Moran et al. 2014), similar in coverage to the World Phonotactics Database (Donohue et al. 2013).

With the caveat that all such databases are only as good as the underlying source material and inherit the limitations of Procrustean coding that attempts to fit the diversity of language-specific categories into crosslinguistically applicable definitions, they nonetheless offer us unparalleled insight into which phenomena are rare, the distribution of features in phylogenetic and geographic space, and the prehistory of linguistic diversity. The parallel development of powerful data-mining and reconstruction tools (such as phylogenetics, phylogeography, causal graphs) enables linguistics to explore on a global scale the parameters that have shaped global language diversity—biases of various types from preference in the neurophysiology of processing (Bickel et al. 2015), variable influences of the environment on speech sounds (Maddieson & Coupé 2015), possible effects of different genetic profiles on the evolvability of tone (Dediu & Ladd 2007), the impact of population size on phonemic inventories (Moran et al. 2012) and on morphological typology (Nettle 2012), and patterns of sound symbolism (Blasi et al. 2016). Thus in 2017 we are in a far better position not just to investigate, measure, and appreciate the typological and cultural diversity of languages than we were in 1992, but also to model how this diversity reflects a testable set of evolutionary biases which engender a wide range of design solutions while still exhibiting orderliness in the frequency distribution of structural outcomes. For the first time linguistics has the sense of cumulative science and global overview that will allow it to partner with the larger,
4. The scope for improvement. Although much has been achieved in the last twenty-five years, there are also opportunities that have been squandered. The first is the failure to collect closely controlled material that would allow coordinated comparison. If researchers could agree to undertake a small battery of tasks on every language (e.g. standardized word lists, recording of minimal pairs in carrier phrases, inventories of grammatical categories, semantic field stimuli—although some of this may not be possible when working with severely threatened languages of which only elderly speakers remain), in addition to their own major descriptive goals, it would be possible to reconcile the requirements of systematic comparison with the search for the unique genius of specific languages. These standard instruments support the construction of phylogenies and the search for relationships across language families, the characterization of the phonetic design space, the search for implicational universals in morphosyntax or semantics, and so forth, thus greatly enhancing the value of the individual language data points.

Second, there has been a striking neglect of sociolinguistics within the documentarist program, despite the gathering of much primary usage data. We actually know little about the sociolinguistics of the small, rural, usually unwritten languages typically targeted by this research (for exceptions see Childs et al. 2014, Hildebrandt et al. 2017; see also Hill 2006)—yet these were the societies in which the current linguistic diversity largely evolved. Without this, we remain ignorant about the key engines of linguistic diversity throughout most of human history. Multilingualism in its myriad forms is often largely bypassed by language documentation projects, even though it may structure language change (McConvell & Meakins 2005, O’Shannessy 2013, Epps 2019) or resist it (Singer & Harris 2016).

Third, the semantic side of language documentation has been relatively neglected, which risks leaving the interpretation of much recorded material unclear. This systematic neglect (Evans & Sasse 2007) reflects both the relative difficulty of acquiring insight and of providing sufficient context in time-aligned digital formats. Addressing the former, advanced methods for documenting semantics and pragmatics have recently been developed (Matthewson 2004, Bochnak & Matthewson 2015, Murray 2017). Regarding the latter, new technologies like the Aikuma app (Bird et al. 2014, Adda et al. 2016, Gauthier et al. 2016) allow interpolation of oral commentary, helping fieldworkers collect the necessary interpretative material.

Fourth, language documentation projects typically manifest a yawning gap between the amount of material recorded and archived and the amount of data that is minimally annotated (transcribed and translated), let alone more thoroughly analyzed (e.g. morphologically segmented and glossed). As a result, the corpus size resulting from most language documentation programs is much smaller than what is required to answer many questions, severely diminishing its utility for future generations. This gap reflects the ‘transcription bottleneck’: an hour of recorded material can take between 40 and 100 hours to transcribe. A concerted attack on this problem needs to involve three steps: (i) optimizing transcription software like ELAN for more ergonomic use, (ii) developing machine-learning tools that can spot recurrent sound-word patterns on the basis of transcribed training samples to suggest transcriptions for the commonest chunks of language, and (iii) field linguists modifying their practice so as to assist the task of machine learning. This latter may simply take the form of good recording practice like
using head-mounted microphones and standardized transcription. But another way of enhancing the success of machine-assisted transcription is to make multiple parallel or semi-parallel recordings, so as to have a robust envelope of phonetic variation across speakers that assists in generalizing sound-transcription matching from one speaker to another (Čavar et al. 2016, Adams et al. 2018). Here the push to bring in smart machine-learning tools to open up the transcription bottleneck meets the imperative to record more sociolinguistic variation, as outlined above.

5. **Conclusions.** A quarter of a century on, we are in a different, much improved place regarding our understanding of language endangerment, academic and community responses, and the scientific knowledge about linguistic diversity, which has been the focus of this discussion note. The data that has been flowing in from the twenty-five years of intensified language documentation does not just enrich our conception of the structural design space. It is also beginning to give a more nuanced and variable picture of the constraints on language processing and learning which themselves sculpt language evolution as structural candidates through the ‘now or never bottleneck’ of being used, learned, absorbed into speech-community norms, and transmitted onward.

As far as endangerment is concerned, however, little has changed: language loss is accelerating under the steamrollers of nation-state consolidation, fast development, habitat erosion, and globalization. There is thus the same or greater urgency than was expressed in 1992, with the very same things at stake: the eons of cultural and cognitive adaptations to vanishing environments, and the human emotional response to them, are being destroyed or abandoned on a worldwide scale. As a concrete example of what we are losing, consider the following: of the 122 compounds derived from plants in the modern pharmacopeia, 80% were derived from compounds used in traditional healing, that is, from ethnomedicine. This reflects the difficulty of finding effective biologic agents simply by direct screening of the over quarter of a million plants on the planet at c. 230 million US dollars per shot (Fabricant & Farnsworth 2001). This is just one token of everything else we are losing when we lose the traditional knowledge of an ethnic group, much of it bound up in language: knowledge of food and water resources and local agricultural practices, ways of managing ecologies for sustainability, kinship and social systems that embody variants of how to live together to mutual benefit, how to rear self-confident and happy children (Diamond 2012), visions of humans’ place in nature, and so much else, both material and spiritual.
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